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Closing the Gap Between Can and Mayin
Health-CareProviders’ Scopes of Practice:
A Primer for Policymakers
BarbaraJ. Safriet*
A gap has developed within the United States health care industry
between the abilities of non-physician care providers and the activities
government regulation allows them to perform. Dominant provider groups
extensively lobby state legislators in order to obtain scope-of-practice
monopolies, which confer exclusive control over their areas of interest and
exctude other equally-capable groups from performing such services. As a
result, the excluded providers’ skills are under-used, creating a systemic
inefficiency. This Essay explores the development of the current scope-of
practice system and discusses possible solutions, including a review of
current reforms in Colorado and Ontario, Canada.
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Introduction
For the past two decades, no set of domestic policy issues has
received more attention than the financing and delivery of adequate health
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care to those who need it. The fundamental
questions
are
straightforward--who can do what to whom,and where and when, and get
paid for it?--but the answers have been elusive. Periodic crises concerning
skyrocketing costs, questionable quality, and inadequate availability of
care have dominated the media and policymaking agendas, leading to
episodic and uncoordinated gestures toward reform. Someof these efforts
have resulted in incremental improvements, but none has succeeded in
cutting through the Gordianknot at the heart of the system. Whyis this set
of issues so apparently intractable, and how can policymakers go about
designing a rational alternative? By focusing on one specific strand of the
tangle--the so-called "scope of practice" defining each health-care
provider’s lawful sphere of activity--this brief Essay will explore someof
the dynamics that drive our currently dysfunctional system and offer
illustrative possibilities for reform.
Let us begin, then, by thinking about howthe typical health-care
reform story plays out. For the most part, a newproblemis recognized, not
in its early stages, but only after it has fully developedand begunto create
stresses elsewhere in the cat’s cradle of relationships we call "the health
care delivery system." At this juncture, the usual stakeholders are
galvanized into action. Individual providers’ professional groups,
institutional providers’ organizations, employers’ associations, insurance
and financing federations, specialized consumer advocacy groups,
pharmaceutical and medical device manufacturers, and legislative and
regulatory entities both state and federal--all weigh in with supposed
solutions. Therhetorical palette of the resulting public debate usually tends
toward the inspirational and abstract, emphasizing such high-minded
principles as "protection of the public," "patients’ rights," "accountability
and quality," "equitable access," and "professional obligation." At the
same time, behind the scenes, conversations assume a different tone, one
that concentrates on professional autonomyand control, turf, competition,
market share, and financial self-interest. The regulatory "solution" to the
crisis du jour is usually an unhappy mixture of the two, with some
measures that genuinely promote the public good and others that advance
the agendasof special interests.
It is not surprising that these proposed remedies are multi-factored,
because the origins of the problemare similarly complex.Issues of access,
cost, and quality are closely intertwined, in terms of historical
development, current practice, and regulatory policy. Often, policymakers
must address one particular facet of a problem with a woefully inadequate
view of the larger picture. Whatare the practical and legal contexts in
which the problem arose? What forces will be set in motion by the
proposed solution, and howare they interconnected? If policymakers are
not given the information they need to tackle these larger questions, their
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policy prescriptions are likely to be no more than marginally effective and
riddled with unintended consequences.
Nowhere, perhaps, is this dynamic more pronounced than in the area
of what is commonlyknownas "scope of practice"--the legislativelydefined spheres of activity within which various types of health-care
providers ("HCPs")are authorized to practice. Consider, for example, the
plight of state legislators asked to address the quite understandable need
for school nurses to administer prescribed drugs to specified students at
appropriate times of day. Ready or not, the legislators will soon be
overwhelmed by a chorus of conflicting voices. They will hear from
organizations of pharmacists and physicians whoclaim, "that’s our job,"
and "they’re not qualified to do that." They will hear from school
principals and state Medicaid administrators, insurance companies and
public health officers, arguing over "whowill pay for these drugs and this
service?" They will hear from state and federal drug control agencies and
the state pharmacyboard, each insisting on jurisdiction over the recordkeeping, security, storage, and labeling of the drugs in question. Theywill
hear from the association of school counselors whoassert that they, too,
should be permitted to administer these drugs to students and to be paid for
their services.
Lost in the resulting cacophony, of course, are the central concerns
prompting the policymakingeffort. A sane starting point wouldbe to ask:
"Dostudents genuinely need these services provided at school? If so, who
is appropriately qualified to provide them?"Instead, the legislative process
turns into a protracted battle about professional turf protection and control
over services and money.
Weresuch situations rare rather than common,little wouldbe lost in
muddling through them as they arose. The dysfunctional dynamiccaptured
by this example, however, has for years been the rule rather than the
exception in state legislatures across the country--and often in Congress
and federal agencies as well. The battles generally focus on modifyingthe
scope of practice of one or another group of licensed HCPs: What are
those providers legally authorized to do, and under what conditions or
restrictions, if any? Frequently, the answersalso affect the rate and terms
of paymentavailable to the providers.
The ferocity and frequency of these extremely costly ~ battles have
frustrated, exhausted, befuddled, and cowedmanya seasoned legislator.
The costs include campaigndonations to state and federal legislators, di~ct lobbying
ex~nd~t~res, and public "i~fc~ation’" cam~igns, including I~lt-Fage ads in national newspaper. For
example, ~e PewHealth Pr~t~ssions CommissionTaskf~-ce on HeaIth C~e noted ~at "[a] four-year
dispute betwe~ oph~hal~logis~ and optome~sts over whocould try-at ce~in eye disease~ with what
medi~on~ in CalifOrnia re~rtedly cost over $~.8 million Jn ca~ai~ con~bu~ons alone to s~te
le~lators,"
L.J. FIN~CH/O ET AL., PEW HEALTHPROFESSIONSCOMM’N,ST~NG’THENING
CONSU~dER
PRO’rECYION:P~O~TIESFOR HEALTHWO~ORC~
REGULATION
26 (J998) [hereinafter
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Andwith good reason. Wheneverscope-of-practice issues arise, legislators
are bombardedby heavily-financed lobbying efforts emanating fi’om state
and national professional associations, individual health care providers
(who are also voters), and interested citizens. All of them demand
legislation that will "serve and protect the public" by expanding, limiting,
or maintaining--the preferred alternative, of course, being a function of
the potential impact of the proposed change on their immediateinterests-the authority of a particular group of HCPsto do and to get paid for doing
"X." "X" could include one or more of a wide range of actions: prescribing
drugs from a limited formulary for commonconditions such as a pediatric
earache or mild depression, or ascertaining and certifying the existence of
physical impairments that would qualify for handicapped parking permits,
or diagnosing and "declaring" death, or determining the need for and
authorizing the provision of physical therapy, or fitting and providing
orthotics, or realigning dislocated joints, or giving immunizationsand flu
shots to elderly people, or cleaning teeth. Together with scores of other
equally specific "body-part" requests for legislative approval, these
demands are thrust upon legislators who are both ill-prepared .and
disinclined to decide what is safe, what is effective, and what is costeffective--and therefore to determine which groups of providers should be
authorized to give what kinds of care.
In order to grapple successfully with these recurring scope-of-practice
issues, both legislators and administrative regulators need to understand
that--contrary
to what their own experiences may have led them to
believe--the various licensed health-care professions are not genetically
pre-ordained to fight one another to the death. Rather, these battles are the
logical, but not inevitable, consequence of a particular history and the
misallocation of authority to which it has given rise. These battles
originated in the developmentof the licensure laws in this country, and
they are perpetuated both by the static nature of law itself and by the
powerful forces of professional autonomyand control, cultural and social
status, personal income, power polities, gendered professional roles, and
uni- (rather than multi-) disciplinary education and training.
These dynamics cannot be overcome by simple legislative fiat, of
course, but they are sustained by a central feature of our current licensure
and scope-of-practice schemethat legislators can and must address: the
glaring, compelling, and growing gap between the legal authority afforded
TASKFORCE
REPORT].I was an active memberof the Commission and the goup that authored this
report. The sheer numberof scope-of-practice bills introduced in the state Iegistamres each
provides a staggering ~rray of spending "opportunities" tier various professional interest groups: tn
1997, over t,600 such bills were introduced, and a summa~of someof lhe bills introduced in the
2000 and 200 [ legislative ~ssions encompassessixteen single-spaced pages. See S’rEPNANIE
NORRIS,
HEALTt-I POL1CYTIt~CtQNGSERVICE,SCOPEOF PRACTICEANDPRE.SCRIPTIVEAUTHORITY
I.EG~SLATIVE
TRACKING
SERVICE,t997 LE~ISLA’rlVERgVIEW
(1997)2
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manyHCPs,on the one hand, and their clinical abilities, on the other. The
law defines whomayprovide various services, but it has not kept up very
well with the corollary question of whois able.
In fact, the training and skills of all HCPgroups have increased
dramatically in recent years, tracking our growing understanding of
effective treatments for diseases and disabling conditions, of preventive
measures, and of health-promotion strategies. Amongthese professional
groups, however, only physicians are free of the burden of having to
reconcile their clinical abilities and their legal authority. That is, they have
a monopolyon authority, if not ability. All others, including both longestablished and emerging professions, must constantly choose between
two unattractive alternatives: foregoing the safe practice of what they have
been educated and trained to do, or risking legal sanction for stepping
outside the boundariesof their legislatively-defined, static, circumscribed,
and outdated scopes of practice. This double dichotomy--between legal
authority and clinical ability, and between physicians and all other
HCPs--is the motive force behind the needless and never-ending
legislative and regulatory battles that cripple our current system. Even
more importantly, this double dichotomy means that manyqualified HCPs
cannot give safe and effective care to people whowant and need their
services. Weall pay a huge price for the consequences, measuredin extra
real dollars spent on health care, in lack of access to qualified serviceproviders, and in the constant antagonismamonghealth care professionals
whoshould be working cooperatively to provide optimal care.
Whileno individual essay could possibly exhaust the topic, I believe
that a little history and a few well-chosen exampleswill go a long wayin
assisting policymakers whofind themselves caught up in these recurring,
scorched-earth debates over scope of practice. I hope, too, that this
approach will enable interested, reform-mindedpublic consumersto better
understand the wastefulness of manycurrent, overly restrictive laws. In the
following Parts, I will briefly describe the historical antecedents of our
current licensure laws, knownas "practice acts," and demonstratewhyturf
battles among HCPgroups are inevitable whenever modifications are
proposed to existing scopes of practice. I will also review someexamples
of legislation that exalts authority over ability, perpetuates the "physicianonly" paradigm, ignores the demonstrated competence of all other HCPs,
and thus demonstratesthe dysfunctional, wasteful, and often absurd results
of the current scheme.Finally, I will suggest someprinciples that should
guide efforts to reform scope-of-practice laws and highlight two examples
of progressive licensure schemesthat focus on shared abilities rather than
exclusive authority.
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HowDid WeGet Here? The Historical Context

To protect the public from potentially harmful health services
rendered by unqualified people, each state has enacted licensing laws, or
practice acts, governing most HCPgroups. Typically, these laws do three
things: (1) They define the practice of the profession in question; (2)
limit that practice to people whosatisfactorily
complete a specified
training regime and pass an examination; and (3) they restrict to license
holders both the use of the professional title or credentials and the
performanceof the defined practice functions.
Across the country, physicians (also knownas medical doctors or
"MDs")were the first HCPsto secure licensure. By the early-1900s, socalled "medical practice acts" had been adopted in each state, and, being
first on the scene, physicians, perhaps understandably, swept the entire
human condition within their purview. In almost every state, their
legislatively-recognized
scope of practice gave them exclusive domain
over "the practice of medicine.’’2 The following medical practice act is
representative of the breath-taking range this includes:
Definitionof practice of medicineApersonis practicing medicineif he doesone or moreof the following:
(1) Offers or undertakesto diagnose, cure, advise or prescribe for any
humandisease, ailment, injury, infirmity, deformity, pain or other
condition, physical or mental, real or imaginary, by any meansor
instrumentality;
(2) Administersor prescribes drugs or medicinalpreparationsto be used
by any other person;
(3) Seversor penetratesthe tissues of human
beings;
(4) Useson cards, books,papers, signs or other written or printed means
of giving informationto the public, in the conductof any occupationor
profession pertaining to the diagnosis or treatment of humandisease or
conditionsthe designation"doctor or medicine,""physician," "surgeon,"
"m.d."or any combination
thereof .... 3
(One element missing from this example, but commonto many other
medical practice acts, is the provision that the actions in question must
4)
have been undertaken for compensation.
2
Far an excellent description of the evolution of organized medicine’s licensure activities
and an analysis of the resulting e~onomic,cultural, political and social authority of physicians, see
PAULSTAR,R,THESOCIALTRANSFOtLMATION
OF AMERICAN
MEDICrNE
102-12 (1982)°
3
WASH,REV. CODEANN,§ t8.71,011 (West 2001),
4
See. eg., ONOREV.CODE
ANN;§ 4731.34(3)(a)-(b) (West
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Once medicine’s scope of practice was thus comprehensively defined
in law, almost any activity directed at "health or sickness"-~especially if
done for compensation--was deemed to be the practice of medicine.
Licensed physicians, then, had obtained what sociologist Eliot Freidson
has aptly characterized as "the exclusive right to practice. ’’5 Having
obtained that right, physicians turned their attention to other HCPswho
were "useful to the physician and necessary to his practice, even if
dangerous to his monopoly.’’6 To meet the need and defuse the danger,
physicians obtained statutory authority to "control... those occupations’
activities so as to limit what they could do and to supervise or direct their
activities. ’’7 This authority to supervise or direct other HCPs,combined
with the authority to "delegate ’’g medical procedures and tasks to nonphysicians, persists to this day. It underpins the legislative infrastructure
that continues to subvert even the best efforts to develop a rational,
effective schemethat promotes the highest and best use of all trained
HCPs.
But back to history for a moment.Under this skewedregime, even the
simplest of everyday health-care functions fell within the definition of
medical practice, so no one else could do them absent the supervision of,
or delegation by, a licensed physician. Only two or three decades ago,
even a registered professional nurse could not take blood pressure, start an
IV, or draw blood unless "ordered" to do so by a physician. Otherwise, the
nurse would be deemed to be practicing medicine (by "diagnosing" or
"penetrating the tissues of humanbeings") without a medical license.
Indeed, up until the mid- to late-1970s, only physicians (who were usually
medical students moonlighting in department stores) had the authority to
pierce ears for would-be earring wearers! 9 Obviously, nurses and many

Examines or diagnoses for compensation of any kind, direct or indirect;
(b)
Prescri.hes,
advises, recommends, administers, or dispenses for compensation of
any kind, direct or indirect,
a drug or medicine, applianee,
mold or cast,
application, operation, or treatment, of whatever nature, for the cure or relief of a
wound,fracture or bodily injury, infirmity, or disease.
5 ELIOT FREtDSON,PROFESSIONOF MEDICINE:A STUDYOF THE S~’IOt,OG¥ OF APPLIED
KNOWLEDGE
47 (1970).
7 ld,
8
See, e.g., GA. CODEANN.§ 43-36-26(5)(9) (200t) ("Nothing in this chapter shall
construed to prohibit: .... the delegation by a physician to a qualified person.., of any acts, duties, or
ftmctions which are otherwise permitted by law or established by custom; and the performance of such
ac~, duties, or func~orts by such a person... ?’)~ For a general treatment of the "delegation of medical
ac~;’ see Daniel. B. Hogan, The Effectiveness of Licensing: History, Evidence, and Recommendations,
7 LAW& HUM.BE~V. I I7 (I983)o
9
See, e.g, 1979 Ohio Op. Att’y Gen. 79-002 (advising that "ear piercing does not
constitute the practice of med~cinC’
under the medical practice act).
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other kinds of HCPshad the clinical ability to do these tasks safely; what
1°
they lacked was the legal authority.
Over time, other HCPgroups--both established (nurses, pharmacists,
optometrists, and nurse midwives) and emerging (nurse practitioners,
podiatrists, physical therapists, and clinical psychologists)--sought legal
recognition of their expertise and the correspondingauthority to practice.
But they soon discovered that, legally speaking, they faced a totally preemptedfield because the original medical practice acts defined medicine in
global, undifferentiated terms to include all diagnosing, treating,
prescribing, or curing. As a result, each of these other HCPgroups was
relegated to a scope of practice that was by definition "carved out" of
medicine’s universal domain. Typically,
this carving-out was
accomplishedby focusing on a single part of the body(e.g., podiatrists/feet
and dentists/teeth) or on one small subset of functions pertaining to a body
part (e.g., optometrists/corrective lens). Even providers whoseprofessional
training embracedthe health of the "whole person," such as nurses, could
avoid the preemption problem only by resorting to creative word-games-by referring to nursing "assessments ’’11 rather than "diagnoses," for
example, or by "furnishing" rather than "prescribing" drugs. Andeven
these small, artificially constrained scope-of-practice niches were usually
achieved only after organized medicine had secured legislativelymandatedphysician referral or supervision requirements.
This, then, is the history of our current scope-of-practice regime, and it
makes clear the immenseimportance of these historical artifacts: the
pervasive medical practice acts that remain on the books in every state.
Theseacts are the "dark matter" of the health-care universe, not often seen
or thought about, yet exerting a gravitational force that continues to skew
all attempts to modifynon-physician scopes of practice. If everything is
medicine by legal definition, physicians have no need to amendtheir own
practice acts to allow for new treatments or newly established subspecialties.
At the same time, other HCPs(sometimes knownas "nonphysician providers" or "physician extenders," two phrases that neatly
~2) are repeatedly forced to ask their
capture the wholeirrational dynamic
legislators to "reopen" their scope-of-practice laws, with all of the
10 t have described elsewhere the development of the regulation of professional nurses,
moving ti’orn early "registration-only" taws, m dependent practice "as prescribed by a licensed
physician," to m~reindependent practice para~ters based on nursing judgment, skilI, av.d techn~.ques.
See Barbara J. Sa~et, tleatth Care Dollars and Regulatory Sense: The Role of Advanced Practice
Nursing, 9 YALE
L ONI~£A;. 417, 442-45 (1992), and sources cited therein.
1t Hence, the commonpractice of a nurse saying, "The patient appears dead," an
assessment, rather than saying, ’q~e pat/ent is dead," a diagnesis~
12 "[’he use of"non-physiciart providers" and ouher similar terms, to describe a wide array of
pmfessionaIhealth care providers has ver)~ real consequences,In addition to lumpingtogether several
distinct professionals in a realty unditterentia~ed waNthe ~ermsstrangty reinforce the norrruative
status of the physician--4here is the physician, and then there are the non-phyNcian
~’othcrs?"
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attendant risk and expense, in order to obtain legal authority to deploy the
expanded abilities
they have gained from ever-more-sophisticated
education and training. The inter-professional conflict that inevitably
results from this imbalance has been described succinctly by the Pew
Taskforce on Health Care Workforce Regulation:
Due. to different educational and regulatory histories, the various
professions are uniquely situated and view regulation and potential
changesdifferently. Medicineis the only professionwith state practice
acts that coverall of health care services. Withthis exclusivity,little or
nothing exists that can be addedto the medicalact and medicinehas no
incentive to delete anything.Fromthis position, medicinecart see every
request for regulatory changefromany other professionor occupationas
a challengeor confrontation. Withall-inclusive practice authority, the
professionalso has the credentials, expertise and political influenceto
comment
on potential impacts of changedlaws on patients, clients and
consumers.13
To understand that organized medicine perceives physicians’ legal
prerogatives to be both exclusive and inviolate, one need only review the
official statements of the largest national medical organization, the
AmericanMedical Association ("AMA").In response to legislative efforts
to expandthe scopes of practice for some HCPsand allow them to be paid
directly, for example, the AMA
has adopted several resolutions which
direct the organizationto
¯

¯

¯

"oppose[] enactment of legislation to authorize the independent
practice of medicine by any individual whohas not completed the
’’14 for medicallicensure,
state’s requirement
"oppose any attempt at empowering nonphysicians to become
unsupervised primary medical care providers and be directly
reimbursed... ,,,t5 and
"support[] medical doctors against efforts advancedby alternative
providers seeking increased medical control of patients by
legislatively expandingtheir scopes of practice without physician
’’~6
direction and state boards of medicalexaminersoversight.

t3
TASKFORCE
REPORT,supra note I, at 23.
14
Am.Med. Ass’n, H.D. Res. H-35.988 (1982).
15
AMoMEO.ASS’N, Independent Nursing Practice Models, PROCEEDINGS
OF THEHOUSE
OF D~AT~141, 152 (I 99~)~
16 ,°re.pared Statement qlrJan Stewart CRNA.ARP~Pon Behalf of the American Association
of Nurse Anesthetists Before the house ~tudiciary Committee, FEDERAtL
NEWS
SERVICE,
.~une 22, 1999;
see also Am.Meal. Ass’n, H.D, Kes. H-i60.947 (2006).
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Thesepolicies, whichare "to be pursuedthroughall appropriatelegislative
andother advocacyactivities, ’’17 sanctionself-styled "see bill, kill bill"
strategies and "scope-of-practice firefights ’’18 to keep others from
9 In short,
"encroach[ing]"uponor "stray[ing]" into the realm ofmedicineJ
’’2°
"AMA
delegates consider the matterakin to warand are fighting back.
This point of view will not be unfamiliarto the countless legislators
and agency staff members who have repeatedly heard organized
medicine’s most consistent argumentagainst expanding the scope of
practice for any other providers: "That’sthe practice of medicine,’’21 and
"only wecan do it. ’’n "If you wantto do it, go to medicalschool.’’z3 As I
have noted elsewhere: "[S]uch commentsare both deeply troubling and
instructive because they bespeak, both professional self-interest and a
profound misapprehensionof the issue. No one would deny that people
whowish to practice medicine should go to medical school. Rather ....
the questionis exactly whatthe practice of medicine,andwhatit is not."
Or, put moreprecisely, the question is what is exclusively 24 the
practice of medicineandwhatis not, becausethose activities "carvedout"
by various HCPgroups do not thereby vanish from physicians’ allencompassingscope of practice. Manythings that are, by definition, the
practice of medicine are also--in fact and in law--the practice of

17 Am, Med. Ass’n, H,D. Res. H-360,988 (2000),
t8 Jay Greene, Physician Groups Brace for Allied Incursion. AM.MED.NEWS,Deo~ t t,
2000, at 1~
19 Jay Greene, A~{{4 To Fight N~t~physician Scope ~ Practke Exp~ians, AM. MED
NEWS,
Jan, 3/10, 2~0, at 8.
20 LaCfis~ Buttle, hbnp~vsicia~ Gain Clo~, AM.MED,NEWS,Jan, 17, 20~, at l, 26,
2t See, e.g.,
Am. Soc’y of .~esthesiologis~,
HC~ P~l~s Proposed Hospital
C~nditions Elimin~ing Nurse A nesthet~t S~oe~ision Rule, PRESIDENT’S
UPDA~,~e, 31, 1997, at l,
3 (stam~t of t~n~ A~fican S~iety of Anes~esiologists Nesident WitEam Owens) C’Eit~r the
practice of anesthesiolo~, is the prac~ceof ~icine or it is not."). But see, Op, rex. A~’yGen~
0117 (~9) ("Iq~e Board of Nu~ E~min~s ~y regula~ the selecfi~
and a~nisgati~
~es~e~ia
and the ~in~rmnee of ~esthefized
patien~
by codified
tensed nurse
22 See, e.g. Am.Med, Ass’n, H,D, Res, 216 (~998) ("Resolved, [I .] ~at anesthesiology
~he practice of medicine. ~d 2.] "~at the Amx~canMed~c~Assoemtions~k legislation to establish
the principle in federal and s~te law and regulation that ~esthesia care ~quires the ~rsonal
~rfo~ce or su~ision by an ~ropriately
licensed and cred~fialed
doctor of medicine,
osteopathy, nr dentisW."),
23 See. e.g., Am, Med, Ass’n, s~ra note 16, ("Many heallh c~e worke~ seek
theh" abil~D’ to practice ~dicine, rather tlmn obtain a h~gh level of ex~i~ and co~eten~ through
medical school education and ~ining .... ").
24 5l?e, e.g., ~avid M~ Mi~’is, Sounding Board: Physicians’ Autonomy~e Relation
B~een Public and Pmfessianal Execrations, 328 NEW
ENG.J, MED~
13~6, 1347 (l 993):
[N]urses, clinical pharmacists, and other allied heat~h professionals are now
educated and ~rained to perform many tasks previously
assigned only to
physicians In the~e areas, physicians have a right to autonomy because of their
knowledge, but it is not an exclusive right. Instead, ~t is a r{ght to be shared with
other appropriately eredentialed professionals.
(e~hasis added).
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optometry, or nursing, or clinical psychology, or ....
this is a regulatory train wreckin the making.
II.

Properly understood,

Where Are We?Current Problems Resulting from Medicine’s
Legislative Preemption

Manydetrimental consequences flow directly and inevitably from the
historical antecedents and present-day realities I have described. The most
obvious is the built-in inter-professional
conflict cum playground
argument--"it can’t be yours because it’s mine"--but there are many
more. They, too, arise from the disjunction between legally recognized
authority and clinical competencein providers’ scopes of practice.
As is abundantly clear from the illustrative medical practice act
quoted above, physicians’ legally defmed scope of practice is overly
inclusive. It is undifferentiated, universal, and timeless, so a licensed
medical doctor is authorized to undertake virtually any kind of medical or
health intervention.
For example, an MDmay practice gynecology,
ontology, orthopedics, pediatrics, retinal surgery, or psychiatry on
alternating days, through treatment modalities that are decades old or were
invented yesterday--all
under the same generic medical license he
obtained years ago. Of course, the vast majority of physicians do not and
would not engage in such unfettered practice, but it is not the law that
constrains them. The medical practice acts speak only of medicine; they do
not limit individuals to any sub-parts or specialties 2~ or require any
subsequent demonstration of competence as new treatments arrive on the
scene. Rather, it is a combination of generally effective, extralegal
constraints that limits physicians to only those areas of practice in which
they knowthey are qualified. These constraints include commonsense and
decency, professional judgment, professional ethics, 26 institutional
credentialing systems, voluntary accreditation standards, malpractice
insurance restrictions and conditions, and, morerecently, a better-informed
patient cohort. In sum,it is self-restraint, rather than lack of authority, that
keeps physicians from practicing beyondthe boundsof their abilities.
The scope-of-practice situation of other HCPsis a mirror image of
that of physicians. Wheremedical practice acts are too inclusive, almost
all other kinds of licensed providers must contend with overly restrictive
25 See~ e~g., Conn. State Med. Soc’y v. Conn. 13d. of Exam’rs in Podiatr3, , 546 A.2d 830,
837 (Corm. 1988) (no,rig the "marked contrast" between the podiatry statutes which "authorize
practice t~f podiatry and define its limits" and the medicine and surgery statutes "whereinthe scope of
practice of medicineand surgery is not defined").
26 See, e.g., AM.MED.ASS’N, PKINCIPLES
OF MEDIC/,&ETHICS(June 2001), available ¢a
http://www~arna-assn,org ("A physician shall be dedicated to providing competent medical care," and
"[a] physician shall uphold the standards of professionalism.’). One assumesthat knowinglypracticing
beyondthe boundsof one’s training and knowledgewould violate one or both oftbese principles.
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scope-of-practice laws. Theseproviders are not limited by ability, for they
have not yet been permitted to approach, muchless exceed, the bounds of
their competence. Instead, they are limited by authority--or,
more
precisely, by the lack of it. Health care-related knowledgecontinues to
expand as research yields new inventions and improves old ones. Andjust
as physicians’ skills have evolved as a consequence, so too have those of
other providers. 27 Yet, when these other professionals
seek a
corresponding expansion of their legal authority, as reflected in their
statutorily defined scopes of practice, they are stymied by both the inertia
of the legislative process and the medical-preemption dynamicdescribed
earlier. As a result, what they are able to do is always several years (or
more) ahead of what they are permitted to do. The sum total of wasted
professional assets represented by this disparity is staggering--and
growing.
Anotherlegal problemintrinsic to overly restrictive scope-of-practice
laws borders on the absurd: Howare providers to achieve expandedscopes
of practice by demonstrating that they can safely and effectively do what
they are not yet authorized to do? Fewwould be willing to follow the
obvious but perilous path of demonstrating that they have competently
done something that is clearly beyond the scope of their current legal
authority. This conundrum is especially acute when the asked-for
expansion would eliminate mandatory physician supervision or direction.
No matter how well-educated or capable of independent practice, the
provider in such a situation is likely to encounter a predictable response
from organized medicine to any study data mustered as evidence: "Since
the data must reflect legally ’supervised’ practices, they prove nothing

27 The expanded professional educauon and clinical abilities of pharmacists are illustrative
of the increased knowledgedomains of health care providers. In 1992, the American Associatitm of
Colleges of Pharmacyvo~ed to rrmke the transRion t~m the Bachelor of Science in Pharmacyto the
Doctor of Pharmacy("PI~arm.D?’~ as the en~r~-leveI professional degree After 2(N3, the American
Council of Pham~aceurcat Education will only accredit Pharm.D. programs. The Pharm.D. requires
four years of prol?ssional study (including at least two semesters of supervised clinical experience),
following at least two years of college-level pro-pharmacy study. With their increased framing,
pharmacists are qualified to take on newroles, including drug monitoring and disease management
defined conditions (such as diabetes, asthma, and anti-coagulant therapy), as well as coltaN~ration with
clinical care teams, research on health ~mtcomes,and participation in drug utitizat/on review programs.
As a study by the U,S, Health Resources and Services Administration has noted,
Through [disease
management] programs and with physmian collaboration,
pharmacists can provide a range of services including assessing the patient,
order/ng drug-therapy related laboratory tests, administering drugs, and se]ecting,
mom~ormg,and adjusting medication regimens. These programs usually involve a
series of regularly scheduled visits with the pharmacist and often follow diseasespecific management guidelines.
BUREAUOF HEALTrl PROFI~SION$, DEPARTMEN’r
OIF [tE.~LTH ANDHIAM.~NSERVICF~S, THE
PHAt~MACIST
WrORKFORCE:
A STUDYOF THE SUPPLYANDDEM/uNDFOR PIt~J1MACISTS 34
available a~ ft~:!fftp.hrsa.gov?bhN’/nationatcenter/pharmacy/plmrm.study.pdf (last visited Apr, 28,
2002)~
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with respect to your capacity to practice safely and effectively on your
ownlicense."
Of course, as detailed in the PewTaskforce Report,28 there are ways
to overcome this legal catch-22. HCPgroups may offer evidence from
other states and practice settings (such as military and veterans’ health
systemszg) wherethe requisite legal authorization for independentpractice
already exists, and legislatures maysanction special demonstration and
information-gathering projects. But, while these approaches are helpful,
they too are vulnerable to irrational argumentand political manipulation.
A history of safe and effective practice in another jurisdiction, for
example, will sometimes be dismissed by opponents of change as
inapposite and irrelevant;
the simple argument that "we do things
differently in this state" appeals simultaneously to the high-mindedpublicspiritedness of somelegislators and the regional chauvinismof others. In
addition, of course, special projects to gather information or demonstrate
competenceare costly to the groups involved--first, in the effort to gain
legislative permission in the face of well-coordinated opposition and, later,
in the effort to completethe projects successfully.
Another ubiquitous problem, both within and amongstates, is the
seemingly endless variation in the scopes of practice governing providers
other than physicians. This diversity, too, is a direct result of the ad hoc,
profession-by-profession carving-out process described earlier, and it is
exacerbated by the Americantradition of looking to the states to regulate
HCPs. Every state licenses a growing array of provider groups, and the
legislative recognition afforded each of them varies enormously in its
timing and expansiveness. Andthis is so, notwithstanding the existence of
28 See TASKFORCE
REPOR2r,supra note 1, at 25-33, 48-53.
29 A recent (and part/breaking) example of state legislation, influenced in par~ by a U~S
D~a~ent of Defense pilot ~o~, ~an~ clinical
psychotogis~ p~scnpgve au~ofW ~ of Ju]y
2~2. New Mexico House Bill 170, 2~2 NM. Laws t00, ~n~ d~toralty ~ined psychNo#s~s who
have addi~iona~ pha~olo~cal ~a~ning and whohave pass~ a national certification
examina~.on on
pV~acolo~ in ~e dia~osis,
ca~, and ~nt ofm~ disorde~ ~ ~ght to apply tbr a ~’o-year
"conditional pr~cription ee~ficate?* Und~the te~ of the conditional certificam, ~e
~y pres~be psycho~ic ~dication, but ont) ~der the ~mision of a licensed physician. Afl~
the successful c~pletion ~f ~o yea~ of prescribing p~ycho~opic ~dicafions, ~ ceaified by
supervising physician, the psychotogis~ can renew ~e condition] certificate,
or apply tbr a
"prescription ce~ficate,"
which allows psychologis~ to pres~ p~cho~opic ~dicah~s without
physician
s~e~ision.
Under ~ ce~ficates,
~ psychologist
must "~inmin an on~ing
collaborati~ rela~onship [defined ~ ’a ct~a~ve working relati~ship’]
with the h~lth
pmctition~ [physician, os~opathic physician, or n~ practitioner] whooversees the patient’s general
~dical care." ~ile manyimp!e~nfing dem~ls (including guidelines to be jointly es~b]ished by the
Board of Psychology ~amine~ and ~e Board of Medical Examine~) ream to ~ finalized,
tNs
le~sla6~n is notew~[by fi~r at least three re~ons: (1) it is ~he fi~t state [eg~slafon ~anting
~ychologists
aut~" ~ We~be dru~ for men~] health c~; (2) it ~des ibr a tegJsla~velymco~ized conhnuum from surmised m mde~ndent ~act~ce; ~d (3) ~ pm~r]y distinbmishcs
~tween su~misJon and collaboration, the latter ~ing a desired goal for all heakh care providers,
including physiei~s, See also Ehca Goode, Psychologists Get Pres~tption P~ and F~or Empts,
N.Y. TI~*ES,Mar. 26, 2~2, at FI.
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national educational accreditation standards, not to mention national
licensure or certification examinations, all of which, one might have
thought, should suffice to signal commonabilities and competencies
across state lines. The net result is a regulatory patchwork in which two
providers who have completed the same educational program and passed
the same licensure examination, and who now treat the same kinds of
patients and conditions, are nevertheless subject to very different scopes of
practice. Provider Onein state A, say, is restricted to a dependentpractice
in which he must be "supervised" or "directed ’’3° by an on-site physician,
with no authority to prescribe even the most commonlyindicated drugs
and no wayto get paid for his services other than indirectly, through the
physician. Provider Twoin state B, however, mayindependently diagnose,
treat, and prescribe over-the-counter, legend and controlled schedule
drugs, with hospital admitting privileges and direct reimbursement from
third-party payers.
Whileone mightattribute these seeminglyirrational disparities solely
to the state-based licensure system, that justification evaporates whenone
considers the large scope-of-practice variations within states. Intriguingly,
a provider’s legal authority (though, presumably, not ability) within
single state will sometimes shift along three axes: (1) the geographic
location of the practice (e.g., rural areas, tuner cities, or other places where
there is a dearth of HCPs),(2) the type of patients treated (e.g., persons
eighteen years of age or older, individuals who are unable to receive
regular health services, or the home-bound), and (3) the financial
institutional nature of the practice setting (e.g., long-termcare facilities,
school-based health clinics, nursing homes,correctional facilities, nursery
schools, mental health residential facilities, or adult foster homes).31 While
these scope-of-practice distinctions are doubtlessly designed to facilitate
access to quality care for disadvantaged people, such rampant variations
amountto a distortion of the licensure laws, whichare simply supposedto
inform the public about whois competentto do what. Instead, the logic of
these intra-state distinctions leads ineluctably in one of two directions: If a
duly licensed HCPhas authority to do something in the inner city but not
in the wealthier suburbs, she is either practicing beyondthe boundaries of
her competencein the fu’st situation or is being artificially and foolishly
constrained in the second for reasons having nothing to do with her ability.
A provider’s governmentally assessed and certified clinical competence
30 For a discussion of the detrimental effects of supervSsion or direction requi~ts, see
William M, Sage & Linda H~ Aiken, R~Mating tnterdt~ciplina~ Practice, in ~GUI,AT~ON
OF THE
[{EALTHCA~
PROFUSIONS
7I, 77 (Ti~uby S, Jost ed., 1~7) (’l~e eff~ts
widely, Many a~ largely i~o~d in pracgce, while ot~ ~rely inc~e cos~ to pati~m ~ugh
high~ overhe~or explicit billing of suNm,iso~" services to payors.").
31 For e~les of le~slagon
s~cifying ~ctice au~ by rei~re~e to
Nactice sire, see NO~S,sitpra note
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cannot in fact--and should not in law--fluctuate depending upon her
location on one side or the other of an imaginaryline or uponthe corporate
structureof the practicesetting.
It seems incontestable that these mismatchesbetween ability and
authority cause confusion, unfairness, andsignificant waste,32 even within
individual states. The problemsgrowexponentially, however,whentwo or
morestate practice acts collide. Thereare, of course, obviousdisincentives
to interstate mobility for individual HCPs;no matterhowattractive such a
movemightotherwise be, few wouldeagerly relocate to a state wheretheir
professional ambit wouldbe drastically reduced by a crabbedscope-ofpractice law.33 In addition, the crazy quilt of licensure laws has repeatedly
been identified as the greatest legal impedimentto "telepractice" or
"telehealth" systems that would allow HCPsto monitor, diagnose, and
treat patients at distant sites throughtelecommunications
technology)4 The
unrealized potential of these systems provides a remarkablyrevealing
exampleof the waysin whichconflicting scope-of-practice laws stifle the
promise of new technologies and practice modes, thus denying consumers
32 For example, even though a nurse practitioner
(,~P") is fully trained and able
diagnose, treat and prescribe for a wide range of primary and secondary conditions, a restrictive
practice act and res~ctive federal reimbursementconditions could force the NPto have to "refer" the
patient to a physician for a duplicate examinaticmor have ~he physician "sign" the prescription which
the NPappropriately had selected. This process results in needless oasis, increased inconveniencefor
the patient, and redundantutilization of skilled clinicians’ time.
A pervasive federal reimbursement scheme fbr Medicare limits payment for NPs’ services
"incident to" a physician’s services to treatments of only those conditions initially diagnosed by a
physician. I~; then, during a follow-up v~sit Par trea~neni by the NP, the NPdiagnoses an additionai
condition, no treatment can be given and bil~ed m the governmentuntil the patient is yet again seen
and dia~osed by the physician, Andthi~ applies to the most commonof ailments, like "pink eye" or
upper respiratory tract infections. This lirnitation results in needless 6mespent by the providers and the
patient, and it also producesa serious potential for good-faith, but faulty, billing, thus triggering false
claims scrutiny by the federal government. 42 UoS.C. § t395x(s)(2)(A)-(B)
(2000):
comprehensiveanalysis of "incident to" and other compensationdifficulties faced by ’Nonphysician"
providers, see Alice G, Gosfield, tlighest and Best Use: Nonphysician Practitioners and Physicians
Under Medicare, in HN~,.Lrtt LAW
HANDBOOK
89 (Alice G. Gosfield ed., 1999).
33 For sludies demonstrating a positive correlation between the numberof practitioners in a
jurisdiction and the progressivity era state’s practice !~ws, see Carol S. Weissert, The Polittk’al Context
qf State Regulation of the Health Professions~ in T~E US. HEALTH
WOKKFORCE
81, 87 (Marian
Osterweis et al, e~s., 1996) (citing EdwardS. Sekscenski et al. State Practice Environmentsand the
Supply of Physician Assistants. Nurse Practitioners, and Certified Nurse-Midwives,33 f NEW
ENG.J,
MED.1266 (1994)). Also, see TIM HENDERSON
& TE..RF~A CHOVAN,
1NTERGOVER.NMENTAL
HEAL’I’H
POLICYPROIECTr~REMOVINGP~CT/CE BARRIERSOF NONPHYSICIAN
PROVIDERS(199~), for
ana|ysis of the negative effects that restrictive legal and regulatory provisions have on access to
primary care provided by "nonphysician" providers.
34 See generally TELECOM.~ICATION$
.%NDINFOI~MA-fION
ADMINISTP~ATION~
U,N~ DEP’T
OF COMMERCE, TELEMEDICINE I~EPOR?I TO ~ CONGAS (t997),
available
at
htrp:zTw~w.noa.doc.gov!telemed 0ast visited Apr. 28, 2002); U.So GENERAL
ACCObTNTING
OFFICE,
TELEMED1CINE:
FEDERALSTRATEGY
IS NEEDEDTO GUIDEINVESTMENTS
(1997), available
a~
ht~p://..~,¢w.gao.gov/archive~¢t997]n397067.pdf(last visited Apr. 28, 2002); S.S. Huie, Facilitating
Telemedicine: Reconciling National Access wiIh State Licensing Laws, 18 HASTINGS
COI~IM.& ENT.
L.J. 377 (1996); WendiJohnson et al., Tetemedicine: Diagnosing the Legal Issues, in HE-~.LTttLAW
HANDr~OOK
55 (Alice G. Gosfield ed~, 2001)~
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improvedaccess to high-quality health care at a reduced cost. As matters
nowstand, a full-fledged telehealth system would remain largely idle even
if the requisite financial and technical infrastructure were already in place,
thanks to the regulatory nightmares engendered by multiple and
conflicting licensure laws.
These, then, are the most pernicious aspects of the scope-of-practice
laws currently in effect. For historical, rather than logical, reasons,
physicians enjoy an overly expansive scope of practice, while all other
HCPsare overly restricted. In recent years, these flaws have been steadily
compoundedby the proliferation of different practice laws in different
states, and varying scope-of-practice provisions within states. The
scientific underpirmings of the health disciplines do not change with
political boundaries, nor does the capacity of individuals to learn and to act
upon that knowledge. The only thing that changes is the authority
conferred or withheld by each jurisdiction.
Whenthus stripped downto its essence, this state of affairs seems
indefensible. Indeed, it calls into question the very purposes of licensing
and regulation. Howdoes this jumble of conflicting and restrictive laws
really protect the public fi’om harm?If it occasionally managesto do so, it
is in the mannerof a blunderbuss destroying a gnat: a hugely inefficient
meansto the end, and one that inflicts great collateral damage. But when
one looks at the system through a different pair of glasses, the picture
becomes clearer. Without attributing malice or bad faith to any of the
individual actors in the drama, one can discern howthe forces of history
have combinedwith those of the legislative process and the predictable
self-interest of the f’n’st organizedgroupon the scene to protect the latter’s
professional autonomy,exclusivity, status, income, and control. As one
legal commentatornoted after serving for five years as a public memberof
a state medical board:
In myexperience,regulationhas too often servedthe professionfirst and
the public second or not at all. It has enforced orthodoxyand slowed
innovationmoreoften than protecting the public ....
I can’t imaginethe hours I have spent listening intently to the
differences betweenthe ophthalmologistand the optometrists, or... to
the turf battles betweenthe various branchesof medicineor nursing.
Lookingback on it, few of these argumentshad anything to do with
competencyor public safety. It wasmonopolyand moneyand not safety
35
andskill that usuallywereat stake.

35
JOST, supra no~e 3!3, at viii; see also Sue A. BIevins, Cato Institute, The Medical
Mono~ty: Protecting
Co~ners or Limiting Com~ition?, POLICY ~IS No, 2~, Dec, 15,
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This is undeniablya damningcharacterization. But it is, alas, substantiated
by numerousstatutes and regulations that do, in fact, transparently protect
professional control (and income) with little or no focus on public
protection.36 Considerthe followingillustrations.
III. Scope-of-practice Regulation in Action: A FewExamples
In 1992, the Georgialegislature enacted a statute,
prohibit[ing] persons other than doctors, dentists, podiatrists, and
veterinarians from performing any surgery, operation, or invasive
procedurein whichhumanor animal tissue is cut, pierced or otherwise
altered by the use of any mechanicalmeans,laser, ionizing radiation,
medicationadministeredby injection, or the removalof foreign bodies
fromwithinthe tissues of the eye.
Violation of the statute constituted a felony, punishable by a fine of
between $500 and $1,000, or imprisonment from two to five years, or
both. 3s The public need for and purpose of this provision were not readily
apparent, to say the least. But the statute would have, amongits many
ramifications, mootedthen-circulating proposals to increase the scope of
practice of optometrists and advancedpractice nurses. (It would also, by
the way, have criminalized the legislators’ later consumption of their
chicken dinners.)
In expedited court proceedings 39 involving the Georgia Medical,
Nursing and Optometric Associations and the Georgia Attorney General,
the statute was declared unconstitutional for failing to meet even the most
minimal requirements of due process and equal protection. As the Georgia
SupremeCourt noted:
All parties concedethat the literal languageof § 43-34-I violates due
processandequal protection in that it is so broadthat it prohibits much
conductthat there is no rational basis to prohibit . . . , including the
administering of shots by nurses, the self-injection of insulin by a
36 For a succinct essay questioning the public-spiritedness of the health care licensing
scheme,see Ble~sns, supra note 35, at 1. Judge Richard Posner, in a case reviewing an Iltinois statute
whichprohibited psycl~.ologists from being included in hospital medical staffs, also stated, "IT]here is
nowa large body of scholarly literature which questions the wisdomof occupational licensure ....
The scholars have found that governmental restrictions on the professions create barriers t~ entry,
reduce con~etirion, and raise professional incomes, without bringing about compensalsngincreases in
the quality of professional set’cites. " llL Psych. Ass’n v. Folk, 818 F.2d 1337, 1341(Tth Cir. 1987),
37 Miller v, Medical Ass’n of Go., 423 S.Eo2d. 664 (Go, 1992) (citing GA. CODE
ANN.§
3446 (2001)).
38 § 43-34-46.
39 Miller, 423 S.E,2d at 664.
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diabetic, the drawingof blood, the piercing of ears, embalming,
and the
4°
tattooing of skin, to namea few.
Despite arguments by the Medical Association of Georgia, the court
refused to craft a narrowinginterpretation, finding that "the statute is so
wide-ranging in its impact that we cannot possibly makeone interpretation
of the statute that we wouldbe certain wouldrender it constitutional and
effectuate the legislative intent in enacting the statute. ’’4~ This last
observation necessarily draws into question the real purpose of the law-Hadthe court been able to identify any credible public safety rationale, it
would not have been forced to rule out the possibility of reconciling the
statute with minimalconstitutional standards.
In contrast to the Georgia statute, whichwas clearly designed to limit
even the most everyday practices to physicians alone, Ohio recently
enacted a law42 whose purpose was "to open up the market for patients
’’43
whowant to use acupuncture as complementaryor alternative medicine.
(Before this time, not surprisingly, acupuncturehad been the sole province
of those licensed to practice medicineor podiatry. 44) The newlaw tellingly
att.empts to blend innovative thinking with the deference historically
accordedto medicine. It
defines acupuncture,
prohibits anyone other than a physician or acupuncture student
from practicing acupuncture without a valid certificate
of
registration issued by the state medicalboard,
¯ limits the issuance of such certificates to people designated as
Diplomats in Acupuncture by the National Certification
Commissionfor Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine, and
¯ authorizes an acupuncmrist to practice only under the general
supervision of a physician who has madea written referral or
prescription setting out the conditions or restrictions to be placed
on the course of treatment.
Comparedto what went before, this law is a vast improvement. It
expands the universe of providers who may perform acupuncture and
40 Id. at 66541 /d (emphasis in original).
42 OHIOREV.CODEA,’gN. §§ 4762.0t -4762.99 (’West 2~0).
43 Linda Lou, Opening Paths for Acupuncrwre: More "[’~erapists Now, Lice~t~ed to Treat a
Wider Variety of Ills, THEPLAtNDEALER,
July 30, 200t, at El (quoting Bill sponsor, Representative
Kirk Shilting)~
44 See Star v. Rich, 339 NE2d 630, 632 (Ohio 1975) ("IT]he insertion of needles beneath
the skin to alleviate pain, infirmity, or disease, commonlyknownas acupuncture, constitutes the
practice of medicinewithin the meaningof [the ~dical practice act].").
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protects the public by conferring the legal authority to practice on only
properly trained professionals. But a careful re-reading of the statute
45
reveals one glaring exception--physicians. The law explicitly exempts
physicians from having to demonstrate their competencein acupuncture as
a condition of their authority to practice it. Yet, it allows nationally
certified acupuncturists to practice only under the supervision of a
physician, whoneed have no expertise whatsoever.
This scheme is truly remarkable in its exaltation of authority over
ability. In their defense, wemaysurmise that the Ohio legislators assumed
the requisite knowledge and expertise on the part of physicians, since
acupuncture had always fallen within the broad statutory definition of
"medicine." But any such assumption would be baseless in Ohio as
elsewhere, because acupuncture is neither a standard part of medical
school curricula, nor one of the subjects included in national medical
licensing examinations. Furthermore,it is clear that the legislature did not
assume such universal competence when it came to money: While all
physicians are permitted to "supervise" acupuncturists to whomthey refer
patients, they are eligible for workers’ compensation reimbursementfor
such referrals "only if the physician has attained knowledge in the
treatment of patients with acupuncture, demonstrated by successful
completionof a course of study in acupuncture.... ,,46
While this statute promotes the laudable goal of increasing public
access to, and choice among,well-trained HCPs,it also illustrates several
commonpitfalls in the regulation of providers. To begin with, it vividly
demonstrates the sometimes-absurd results that flow from a lack of
congruence between HCPs’ demonstrated ability and legal authority.
Further, like the manystatutes of which it is typical, it reinforces the
supposed universality of "medicine" as defined by legislatures--a
universality contravened by both everyday practice and commonsense.
Finally, statutes like this one perpetuate the professional ascendancyof
medicine by legally enforcing physicians’ dominanceover all other HCPs.
In Ohio, the public interest was undeniably served by the requirement that
acupuncturists be demonstrably competent. It seems fair to suppose,
however, that another purpose altogether was served by the additional
provisions conferring supervisory authority on physicians while excusing
them from even the most cursory requirement that they prove their own
competence in acupuncture.
There are many other examples of what can happen when the law
fails to distinguish betweenpractice authority and clinical ability. Oneof
them--podiatry--provides an especially vivid illustration of the almost45 OHIOR~WCODEANN.§ 4762.02 (West 2000) ("Certificate
this section does no~apply to a physic/an .... ").
46 OHio REv. CODEA,~N, § 4762.12 (West 2000),

of Registration;

Exemptions,
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comical extreme to which the logic of our current regulatory regime can
lead. Podiatric physicians, originally knownas chiropodists, are typically
governedby practice acts defining the practice of podiatric medicine and
surgery as "the diagnosis and the medical, surgical, mechanical,
manipulative, and electrical treatment of ailments of the human’’47
foot.
This includes the authority to administer and prescribe drugs, and to use
local anesthesia. Amputationof the toes and parts of the foot is usually
48
permitted, but amputationof the entire foot is not.
In the absence of further clarification, however, the legal question
becomes: "what is a foot?" Does it include the ankle, or those tissues,
ligaments and tendons connecting the ankle and the foot, or those leg
bones (the tibia and the fibula) that terminate at the ankle or foot? This
definitional question and the supplemental question of whodecides it--the
legislature, the podiatry or medical board, or the courts--have provokeda
good deal of costly and time-consumingcontroversy. While the arguments
sometimes seem to echo the old song about how "the leg bone is
connected to the thigh bone," the resulting determinations have significant
practical consequencesfor podiatrists.
Accordingto the AmericanPodiatric Medical Association, the foot is
"a complexstructure madeup of 26 bones, [33] joints, 107 ligaments, and
19 muscles and tendons,’’49 and podiatric medicine involves "practice on
the lower extremities, primarily the feet and ankles. ’’5° The association
further notes that "podiatric physicians are licensed.., to treat the foot
and its related or governingstructures... [and] the vast majority of states
also include ankle care as part of the podiatric physician’s scope of
pi’actice. ’’51 Thesestatements by the professional association are both clear
and descriptive; however, even they introduce additional ambiguities such
as "related or governing structures" and "lower exlxemities." It is easy
enoughto understand whya professional association would so describe its
own practice, because all professions would prefer to leave room for
procedures and treatments arising out of expanded abilities. The more
troublesomefact, for purposesof this Essay, is that these statements are no
moreobscure than manyto be found in official podiatric practice acts.

,*7 W~.sr~. REV.COE~E
~’~, § 18 22.035(2) (West 2001
48 See, e,g., COLO.REv. S’fAT~§ 12-32-101(3)(b) (200t) ("The ’practice c*f~iatr3,"
not include the amputation of the foot or the administration of an anesthetic other than a local
anesthetic,"),
49 Am.P~xliatric Med. Ass’r~, Highlight,’, at http://www.aprva, org (last visited Apt, 8,
2002),
50 Am, Podiatric Med, Ass’n, About the Association, at http:/Jwww,apm, a.orbCabom.html
(last visited Apr. 8, 2002).
51
Am,Pod’~atric Med. Ask’n, Podiatric Medicine: The Physician, ~rT~e Profession, the
Practice, at http://www.apma,org/p,,xtiat,htmt(last visited Apt, 8, ~002),
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Several podiatry acts authorize diagnosis and treatment of "ailments
sz
of the human foot," without defining what is meant by the foot.
Unfortunately, however, any scope-of-practice regime that revolves
around anatomical real estate rather than professional ability requires a
degree of legislative specificity that is unlikely to be forthcoming, for
reasons of both expertise (or lack of it) andpolitics. Asa result, the task
articulating such anatomical definitions is thrust upon administrative
agencies and courts.
The resulting processes and conclusions are seldomtidy or consistent.
Most often, these issues arise whenmedical associations challenge the
authority of podiatry boards to "fill in the gaps" by issuing rules 53 or
declaratory orders setting forth what treatments are included within
podiatry’s scope of practice. Alternatively, these issues sometimesarise in
malpractice cases centering on the question of whether a podiatrist’s
treatment of the ankle is outside the scope of practice and therefore
constitutes negligence per se.
The agencies and courts that have grappled with these issues have
been faced with a dual interpretive challenge: First, whatis a foot? Second,
is that determination a matter of law or of fact, and pursuant to a common
or a specialized understanding?Twocases are illustrative, s4 In the first, the
podiatry board of Connecticuthad ruled that "the ankle is part of the foot,
and the foot is part of the ankle, ’’ss relying upon a requested attorney
general’s opinion that "whether the ankle is... part of the foot, or viceversa’’s6 was an issue of fact best decided by the board. Havingthereafter
determined (presumably as a matter of fact) that "the ankle and foot are
inseparable, ’’sv and that the term "foot" had a technical or anatomical
meaning, the board concluded that podiatrists’ scope of practice included
treatment of the ankle. Upon review, however, the Connecticut Supreme
Court disagreed, looking instead to the "well accepted and common
meaning"of the term "foot," reflected in basic English dictionaries, as that
portion of the anatomywhich falls "below the ankle joint. ’’~8 Under this
analysis, the Court determined that the board had no special expertise
52 ,See, e.g;, TEX. S’rAT, CODEA~ § 202.001(a)(4) (Ven~on 200I); WASH.
A~. ~ 18~22.035(2) (West 200I).
53 See, e,g., Bd, of P~ia~c Med, v, F~a. Med. A~s’n, 779 So. 2d 658, 660 (Fla. D~st.
A~, 2~1) (upholding a Board role defining the statuto~ ~ "leg" to mean "the enfi~ lower
ext~mity, extending ~om~e h~ of the I~ur ~ t~ foo~ but d~s not include the hip joint’).
54 Conn. State Med, Soe’y v. Co~, Bd. of Exam’m in P~ia~, 546 A,2d 830 (Conn.
I988); Tenn. M~d. A~s’n w Bd. of ~gis~tion in P~ia~, ~7 S.W.2d 820 (Te~, 1995).
55 Conn. Stale Med. Soc )’, 546 A.2d at B31n.2,
56 Id. at 83I.
57 Id. at 837
58 CompareOp, Tex. A~, Gen~ No, JC~I~2~t WL ~635277 (Dee, 17, 2~1) (~aebing
the sawe e~ncIusion ~t the Te~ Podia~ Board exceeded i~ au~ofiW in i~uing a role t~t defined
"f~t" to include ’~ ~bia ~d fibula in ~ir articulation
wi~ ~e ml~" but d~ming ~e ~ "f~"
to h~ve ~quired a ’*technic~ me~ing" rather a common~ing. (e~h~is added)),
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which required judicial deference, 59 and it concluded that the board had
contravened the legislature’s intent by effectively expanding podiatry’s
scope of practice.
A Tennessee court reached a similar conclusion, finding both that the
podiatry board’s declaratory order (that treatment of structures adjacent to
the foot was within the definition of podiatry) was not supported by
substantial and material evidence, and that the board had exceeded its
authority in attempting to expand the scope of podiatry. 6° In reviewing
what one judge characterized as "a confusedstate of affairs, ’’61 the court
pointed out several examplesof "inconsistent and contradictory" reasoning
by the board, noting that
"the ankle cannot be part of the foot if the foot is below the
ankle,’’62 and
* "if the structures connect the foot with another s~ucture, they
’’63
obviously cannot be entirely within the substance of the foot,
and
¯ "the ankle cannot be both a part of the foot and an adjacent
’’64
structure.

The accuracy (and, perhaps, profundity) of these statements by the court
not the issue. Rather, that there was a situation in whichit was reasonably
appropriate, and perhaps even necessary, to makethem demonstrates the
absurdity of the underlying legal scheme.In this case and the Connecticut
case, the courts focused on parsing bodyparts as legal, factual, or mixed
law-and-fact questions, and both courts deemed irrelevant evidence
introduced in the boards’ proceedings which demonstrated that podiatrists
had long been treating ankle sprains in both states. Whilethis disregard of
evidence of clinical practice and ability was perhaps appropriate for
judicial review of these particular administrative actions, 65 such legal

59 ButseeJaramitlov. Morris, 750 P.2d I301,1306 (Wash. Ct. App. 1988) (holding that the
term "foot" was ambiguous, and therefore the Podiatry Board’s declaratory ruling interfering
treatment of the foot to include surgery on the ends of the tibia and fibula was entitled to "coosiderab!e
judiciaI del~rence’).
60 Subsequent legislative
amendments to the PodiattS, Act ~ndi~ted t~t the Tennessee
legislature concurred with the board’s, and not the court’s, interpretation of the scope ef practice, as
the definition of podia~; was expandedto include treatment of "the humanfoot, amkle and soft tissue
stmctores... ," including ’~Achilles tentl~n repair." TI-2NN.CODE
AN2q.§ 63-3-101(a)(2000).
61 See Tenn. Med. Ass’n v. Bd. of Registration in Podia~4, 907 S.W.2d 820 (Yenn~ 1.995)
(Todd, L, concurring).
62 [d. at 822.
63 Id. at 823.
65 But see Jaramil[o v Morns, 750 P.2d 1301, 1303 (Wash, Ct. App. 1988) (deferring to
Podmt~Board’s expertise, noting with seeming approval retiance on evidence that the kind of surge~"
in question (on ~he ends of the t~bia and fibula) was "comrnento a podiatrist’s practice in Washington
and nationwide").
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niceties merely highlight the continued elevation of defined authority over
demonstratedability.
Ironically, a principal feature of a now-abandonedscope-of-practice
schemenoted in the Connecticut SupremeCourt’s review of the legislative
history of podiatry/chiropody regulation is far preferable to that embodied
in manycurrent laws. Prior to its repeal in 1937, the Connecticut Podiatry
Act included in its practice statement the "treatment of functional
disturbances of the feet as taught and practiced in the schools of chiropody
recognized by the examining board. ’’66 Thus, the legal parameters of
podiatry’s practice authority were explicitly tied to the education and
gaining of its practitioners. In this, ability and function guided legal
authority and form, and, one assumes, issues turned not on judges’
guesstimates of the "connection of the ankle bones to the leg bones," but
rather uponthe trained ability of podiatrists to treat these bones.
IV. Where Should We Go from Here? Some Recommendations for
Change
Measures like these, combined with conflicting scope-of-practice
laws and the inter-professional
conflicts set in motion by history,
demonstrate the overwhelming need for major policy changes. Given
entrenched interests and almost-rote patterns of behavior, individual HCPs
and their organizations will not eagerly embrace reform, but change is
essential if "protection of the public" is to be anything more than a
gossamer-thindisguise for professional self-interest embeddedin law. It is
therefore legislators and regulators whomust take the lead.
Oneof the most urgently needed policy reforms is greater consistency
in scope-of-practice laws. Instead of the widely disparate practice
parameters encountered by most providers both between and within states,
policymakers should promote uniform regulation for each profession. And
the scope of practice conferred upon each should be as expansive as
possible, consistent with safe and effective practice, for only then will
health-care consumersreap the benefits of increased access to high-quality
care at reduced cost. (And, in weighing alternatives, policymakers would
be well-advised to look to the evidence of safe practice in those states
"using the least restrictive practice acts for each profession. ’’67) This
approach wouldbe consistent with--in fact, it would build upon-~existing
commonalitiesof education, training, and licensing examination standards
within each profession. Increased uniformity would lead to greater
understanding of professional roles and abilities amongthe respective
66 Conn. State Med~Soc’y v. Conn. Bd. of Exam’rs in Podiatr2,’,
988) (enuresis added)~
67 TASKFORCE
REPORT,supra note I, at 28.

546 A.2d 830, 836 (Conn.
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HCPgroups and the general public, more options for consumers, increased
mobility for providers, and optimal utilization 6s of the humanand other
resources that together makeup our "health care delivery system." Andthe
normative, rather than mandatory, nature of uniformity would guide the
states, while preserving their traditional "responsibility for enacting and
’’69
implementingpractice authority legislation for the health professions.
Increased uniformity must be accompaniedby increased flexibility in
the regulatory process in order to facilitate the functional expansion of
existing roles and the recognition of emerging roles as health care
continues to evolve, v° Every regulatory scheme should include clear
standards and mechanismsfor the demonstration of expanded professional
competence. This approach would accomplish three things. It would
acknowledgethe reality of ever-increasing knowledgeand skills amongall
HCPsand spare legislators the headache of having to proceed as if each
such occasion were the first and last. It would also eliminate the
gymnastics now required of HCPgroups who seek expanded scopes of
practice but whosebest evidence of competenceis past practice that was,
by definition, illegal. Additionally, the availability of such mechanisms,
together with the articulation of standards for recognition, wouldat least
partially re-align the balance between objective, practice-based
assessments of competenceand raw political power.
Finally, any attempt at reform must explicitly acknowledge, and
accommodate, existing and evolving overlaps among the professional
competencies of various HCPgroups. It should by nowbe obvious that our
"exclusive" scope-of-practice
system has resulted in debilitating
pathologies, both legal and practical. Indeed, if one steps outside of our
ownparticular history, it is easy to see that a regulatory system will be
deeply flawed from the outset if its fundamentalpurpose is to confer legal
validation on the claims of private groups to exclusive ownership of
various spheres of knowledge and competence. And the flaw is only
magnified whensuch assertions of exclusive authority are legally defined
to include an assumption of universal ability as to each memberof the
group. Sucha system is factually unfounded,legally indefensible--and, let
us remember,bad for the health of the Americanpeople. By perpetuating a
"mine, and therefore not yours" practice culture, current laws erect, rather
68 See |NST1TUTEOF MED]CINE,CROSSINGTHE QUALITYCHASM:A NEWHE~J.TH SYSTEM
~’ORTHE21ST CENTURY
(2~); (:~ ~ Health Care Delive~ ~),stem Needs M~o~~erhaul To Improve
Q~ti~: and Service, NAT’LAC.~. NEWS,Mar. 1, 2~ ~ ("America’s ~alth system is a ~gled, highly
fm~ented web ~at o~n wasps ~s~rces by ~~ding unnecess~y services and dupfieatJng effort,
leaving ~a~o~table ~ps in care and fi~iling 1o build on the stmngths of all health prefe~ionats?"
(emptm~isadded)).
69 TASKFOR~t~ORT, supra no~ I, at 29,
70 See generally
CATHER~:E[~WER ET AL,, CENTERFOR THE H~LTH PROFESS~ONS~
PROFILINGTHE PROFUSIONS:A MODELFOR EVALUATING
EM~GINGHEALS{PROFUSIONS(2~1),
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than remove, barriers to inter-professional collaboration, practice, and
respect. They also continue to divert attention and resources from the
business at hand: seeing to the well-being of people whoneed health care,
rather than refereeing amongthe claims of the various professionals who.
wouldprovide it.
I have no doubt that policymakers seeking to effectuate these reform
principles will encounter major opposition. After all, laws that emphasize
uniformity, flexibility, and shared professional competencewill threaten
some, perhaps many, entrenched interests. Others will dismiss these goals
as unnecessary or unachievable. While I hope that the necessity is by now
obviousto readers of this Essay, it is appropriate to ask: "Is this doable?"
Yes, it is, and I would like to close by offering two examples of reform
efforts that haveincorporated these goals.
V.

Real Change Is Possible: TwoExamplesof Progressive Scope-ofPractice Regulations

A.

Colorado: Regulating Psychotherapy and the Mental Health
Professions

After dealing with years of disputes arising from conflicting
prerogatives and scopes of practice, Colorado took full advantage of a
scheduled "sunset review" to fashion an innovative regulatory scheme
covering all mental health-care providers other than physicians. Among
its
manynoteworthy provisions, the 1998 legislation 71 established publicmembermajorities on the boards charged with regulating each profession,
articulated uniformgrounds for discipline to be used by all boards, created
the "Confidential Letter of Concem"as an additional disciplinary option
72
available to boards, and mandatedthe disclosure of specified information
to clients. These aspects alone would wan’ant special praise because they
address many of the concerns that have long been associated with
professional licensure generally. 73 The truly remarkable provisions of the
legislation, however, seek to resolve someof the thorny scope-of-practice
problems described above.
71 COLO.REv, STAT, ANN.§ I2-43-20[-710 (West 2002).
72 § 12-43-2t,1.
73
Se~, e.g. TAS~O~CE
~PORT,supra note I, at
Recommendation 3~Ind~vidua] professional
boards in the states m~st be more
accountable ta the public by significantly increasing the representation of public,
nan-professional
members. Pubtic members should be at least one*t~ird of each
professional board.
Recommendation 4--S~ates should require professmnal boards to prov~de practice~
relevant
information
about their licensees
to the public in a clear and
comprehensible manner, Legislators should also work to change laws that prohibit
the disclosure of malpractice settlements and other relevant concerns to the public~
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To begin with, the legislative drafters recognized that the regulation
of HCPsdoes not have to be an all-or-nothing proposition. Rather, they
understood that statutory requirements governing various provider groups
can and should be directly tied to the goal of forestalling harm to the
general public. The legislation therefore establishes gradients of
regulation: Psychologists, professional counselors, marriage and family
therapists and social workers are licensed or registered (depending upon
education, training, successful examination and degree of independenceor
supervision), while unlicensed psychotherapists are listed in a statecompiled database.
For the licensed or registered HCPgroups, the legislation confers the
legal right to use particular titles and articulates the scope of practice
applicable to each category. Significantly, the scopes are phrased broadly
("includes, but is not limited to"V4), and one actually provides for
continued professional evolution by adding that the "practice also may
encompassother current or developing modalities and techniques that are
consistent with this scope.’’75 Furthermore,while practice in each group is
limited to license-holders,
their scopes of practice are shared or
overlapping, rather than exclusive: "Nothing in this article shall be
conslrued to prohibit any memberof any other profession who is duly
licensed or certified pursuant to the laws of this state from rendering
service consistent with his or her training and professional ethics ’’76 or "to
prevent the practice of psychotherapyby unlicensed persons whoare listed
with the state .... ,,77
In addition to providing for licensed or registered mental-health
professionals, the law also acknowledges and seeks to regularize the
practice of unlicensed psychotherapists and extends some regulatory
oversight to their activities. 7s Nounlicensed psychotherapist maypractice
in Colorado unless listed in a state database maintained by the State
Grievance Board. 79 To be listed,
applicants must meet minimum
requirements of education, experience or examination, s° including
completion of a jurisprudence
workshop and examination. These
practitioners are subject to the same requirements of confidentiality and

74 COLO.REv. STA’I’. Ah~:o § 1243-403(2) (West 2001).
75 § 12-43-406(l).
76 ~ 12-43-219(1),
77 ~ [2~3-505(5).
78 ~ I2-43-701(3)~ The definition
of ’~syehotherapy" includes "~ea~t, dia~osis,
tes~ng, assessm~t, or counseling in a professional relationship" of men.l, emotional, relational,
atfimdip~l, conditions. The definition contains the tbltowing s~a~m~t:"It is the inter of the general
~sembly t~t the ~finition of psychothc~py.., be inm~eted in iks n~owest sense to regulate only
~hose W~onswhoclearly fall within the definition set fo~h in ~is sub~ctionY
79 ~ 12-43-702:5(3).
80 ~ t 2~3-702.5.
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privileged communicationsthat govern other mental-health professionals,
8t
and to the samegrounds for discipline.
What has the Colorado legislation accomplished? A great deal,
indeed. First, it has led to a reduction in the numberof formal and informal
intra/inter-professional turf squabbles betweenmental health professionals.
In addition, the law establishes a comprehensive, appropriately nuanced,
schemefor the regulation of mental health-care providers. It defines the
practices of the various disciplines without limiting the ability of other
groups to practice their professions. It provides for the evolution of
professional abilities by framing the scopes of practice broadly. Andit
protects the public by extending the imperative of confidentiality to all
regulated providers; by mandating disclosure of information concerning
therapeutic methodsand techniques, as well as likely duration and cost; by
providing for the appropriate discipline of practitioners, whether licensed
or unlicensed; and--rememberthe fundamental purpose of licensure?--by
offering a reliable indicium of whois trained and able to do what. The
rightness of this legislative approach is captured in one of the law’s
general provisions, which speaks directly and clearly to the all-toouncommon
reconciliation of legal authority and professional ability. It says
simply this: "Notwithstanding any other provision of this article, no
licensee, registrant, or unlicensed psychotherapist is authorized to practice
outside of or beyond his or her area of training, experience, or
competence.,,8~.
This provision is as sensible as it is extraordinary. By defining
practice authority in terms of ability, this law correctly reorients the
regulatory focus fromproviders’ status to their training and skills. This is a
simple conceptual shift, but it is essential to the project of regulatory
reform. The Colorado legislation should inspire policymakers in other
states as they seek to improve their ownlaws governing HCPs.
B.

Ontario." The Regulated Health Professions Act

In 1991, the province of Ontario, Canadaenacted the long-considered
and precedent-setting Regulated Health Professions Act83 ("RHPA")that
established a wholly new regulatory frameworkfor all of the health-care
professions. Among
its stated objectives were promotinghigh-quality care,
making the regulated health-care professions accountable to the public,
giving patients access to HCPsof their choice, and achieving regulatory
equality by making all HCPsadhere to the same purposes and publicinterest principles.
81
82
83

§ 12-43-22Z
§ 12-43-202.
The Regulated Health Pmfi:ssions Act, R.S.O., ch. 18 (t 991) (Can,),
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In pursuit of these objectives, the RHPA
"shift[ed] from professioncentered regulation to public interest regulation, ’’s4 and replaced a
regulatory frameworkthat somelegislators had described as a congeries of
’’s5
individual practice acts reflecting "monopolistic scopes of practice
(discussed more fully below). Indeed, one of the R_HPA’s"central
organizing concepts," designed to promote flexibility
and ensure the
provision of quality care, "[was] the replacement of monopolistic or
exclusive scopes of practice with a system of controlled acts. These
controlled acts can be authorized to two or more professions where their
scopes ’’86
overlap.
The RHPAestablished a commonorganizational and operational
framework for regulating Ontario’s twenty-three regulated health-care
professions. It simultaneously created a new body, the Health Professions
Regulatory Advisory Council (none of whose membersmay be regulated
HCPs)that continuously evaluates regulatory effectiveness and advises the
87
Minister of Health and Long-TermCare on needed reforms.
The RMPA’s common framework is complemented by (1)
procedural code that applies to all HCPs,and (2) a series of separate,
profession-specific enactments authorizing each professional regulatory
College88 to set and enforce standards for their individual professions. The
net result is a creative and comprehensiveschemethat should be of broad
interest to policymakerscommittedto progressive regulation.
For purposes of this Essay, however, I wish to focus especially on the
RHPA’sprovisions addressing scope-of-practice issues, which include a
number of innovative and effective features. As the drafting committee
noted in explaining its rationale, the then-current regulatory system had
both failed to protect the public and discouragedflexibility and innovation.
84 Rob Alder, Foreword to HEALTHPROFESSIONSREGULATORY
ADVISORYCOU-NCIL,
AD~UgTfNG T}iE BALANCE: A ~EVIEW OF THE ~GULA~D }~&T~{ PROFESSIONS A~ (2001)
[hereinafter
AD;US~GT~ BALANCE].
85 HEAL~ PROFUSIONS LEGISLATION REVIEW COM~TFEE, GOVERNMENT
OF ONT~O,
S~KING a NEW B~%NCE: A BLUEP~7 FOR "ru~ ~GULAnO~ OF
PROFESSIONS~1989) [~reJ~er
S~G A NEWBALANCE].
86 ADJUSTING
"~E B~..ANCE~aupra no~e 84~ a~
87 Thi~ Council ~ ~ny of ~e feature~
of the National
Policy Advis~
recommended ~ ~he Pew Tas~orce ~po~. See, e.g., T~OR~R~PO~T,s~ra no~ I, at [ ~-[3, 27Recommendation l~Co~gres~ should establish
a national policy adviso~ body
t~a~ w~l research, develop a~d publish national scopes of ~raetJce and continuing
competency sIandards for s~te legislalures to implement.
Recommendation 7.--The national policy advisory body , , , should develop
standards, including model lCg~zl~Jve Ianguage, for umfo~ practice authority
acts for the health professio~s~ These s~andards and models would be based on a
wide range of evidence regardin8 ~he c~mpe~ence of the pro~ssion5 to provide
safe and effective heat~ care.
88 ~ese Colleges
a~ so~wha~ a~n m ~ combimafion of s~te ticen~mg ~a~ and
~fessional ~s~iatior~ in the United Sm~s.
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The new scheme, in contrast, was "based on the principle that the sole
purposeof professional regulation is to protect the public interest," and not
to enhance any profession’s economicpower or to raise its status. ~9 In
effectuating this principle, the RMPA
abandoned the previous licensing
acts that had conferred an exclusive scope and right of practice on each
health-care profession. These various acts were replaced by a multi-faceted
scope-of-practice mechanismthat draws upon both the general framework
and the profession-specific
acts described above. This regulatory
mechanism, which consists of five components, has now operated
successfully for almost a decade. Anda formal multi-year review of the
system’s effectiveness reflected unanimity on the scope-of-practice
provisions: "One of the more notable findings to emerge from HPRAC’s
consultation process was the fact that no submissions suggested that the
RHPAcontrolled acts system should be discarded or that Ontario should
return to the previous system of monopolistic or exclusive scopes of
’’9°
practice.
The first component is a series of statutory scope-of-practice
statements---one for each of the regulated professions--which set out
"what the profession does; the methods it uses; [and] the purposes for
which it does it. ’’91 The Nursing Act statement, for example, reads as
follows: "The practice of nursing is the promotion of health and the
assessment of, the provision of care for, and the treatment of health
conditions by supportive, preventive, therapeutic, palliative,
and
’’92
rehabilitative meansin order to attain or maintain optimal function.
Suchstatements, by providing a context for each profession’s practice, are
equally valuable to the public, governmentregulators, and the professions
themselves. Most importantly, these statements do not claim or confer
"exclusive" practice authority for any one profession; rather, they
recognize overlaps in practice. They say only "this is what we do," not
"this is what we do, and therefore no one else can do it." This nonexclusive approach acknowledges that other health-care professions can
provide the same services through overlapping practices. And, by so
acknowledging, this approach forestalls manyof the "turf" issues that
bedevil regimes based upon mutual exclusivity.
The second and third components of Ontario’s scope-of-practice
mechanism, "controlled acts" and "authorized acts," are clearly
interrelated.
Together, they add up to a fundamental and remarkable
transformation of regulatory policy by shifting the focus from whoto what
89
90
92

S’redKINGA NEW
BALANCE.,
supra note 85, at 13-14.
ADJUSTING
TH~BALANCE,
supra note 84, at
~TRfKINGA NEWBALANCE,
~upra note
AnAct Respecting tl~ Regulation of the Profession of Nursing, R.S.O, oh. 32, § 3 (199I)

(CanJ.
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is potentially dangerousto the public--a far more relevant and objectively
answeredquestion. By thus shifting its focus, the legislature was able to
identify a numberof health-care activities that, by their very natures, pose
a significant risk of harm if not performed by qualified providers. The
RHPAspecifies thirteen such activities as "controlled acts. ’’93 They
include, for example, setting or casting a bone fracture; prescribing,
dispensing, selling, or compoundinga drug; performing a procedure on
tissue below the dermis; and managing labor or delivering a baby.
Controlled acts maybe performed only by regulated providers authorized
to do so by their ownprofession-specific acts. 94 Services or activities not
falling within the ambit of one or moreof these controlled acts are deemed
to be in the public domainand maytherefore be performed by anyone.
This concept of controlled and authorized acts is central to the RHPA
framework. It eliminates the old exclusive-scope-of-practice schemeand
explicitly allows for shared authority over controlled acts, as betweentwo
or more health-care professions, if their relevant professional knowledge
and skills overlap. 9~ Thus, some regulated professions-~dieticians, for
example--have no authority to perform controlled acts, while other
professions are authorized to perform a few or many. And even if a
profession as a whole has the authority to perform a controlled act, the
profession’s College maystill determine that a given individual or class
within the profession should not be permitted to do so.
The last two components of RHPA’sscope-of-practice
mechanism
are the "title protection" and "harm" clauses. The former clause provides
that only members of each regulated health-care profession may use
certain specified titles and prohibits anyone else from either using, or
claiming to possess the qualifications signified by, those tides. The "harm
clause ’’96 is something of a safety net, designed to cover potentially
dangerous services not explicitly encompassed by the controlled acts
provisions. It imposes limits on the giving of any health treatment and
93 The Regulated Health Professions Act, R,S,O,, ch. 18, § 27(2) (1991) (Can.).
94 Controlled acts can be delegated, as appropriate, See §§ 27-30; see also "I~ne CoIIege of
Physicians & Surgeons of Ontario, Policy Statement #1: The Delegation of Controlled Acts, in
MEMBtSk~’DIALOGUE,
special insert (1999), available at http:fwww.cpso.on.ca/Policies/
de~egation.htm(last visited Apr. 28. 2002),
The RHPArequires the physician to confine medical practice to those areas of
medicine in which he or she is suitably trained and experienced~ Since the
physician is under an obligation to delegate the performance of controlled acts
only where it is clinically
appropriate and necessary in the circ~amstances, it
fbllows that a physician may only delegate those controlled acts for which he or
she personally has the required knowledge, skill and judgment to perform.
Therefore, it would be inappropriate for a physician to delegate m someone
else the performance of a controlled act he or she is not capable of performing
personally, and which does not form part of his or her regular practice and daily
competence.
95 ADJUSTING
THE BALANCE,
supra note 84, at 18.
96 § 3@~1).
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advice "in circumstances in which it is reasonably foreseeable that serious
physical harm may result." Uniquely, the harm clause applies "to
unregulated practitioners and the general public as well as to regulated
’’97
health professionals acting outside their scopeof practice.
With the RHPA,Ontario has created a sophisticated and effective
mechanism for regulating health-care providers’ scopes of practice.
Several of the law’s individual features are remarkable in their own
right--particularly its focus on controlled acts rather than exclusive scopes
of practice. Takentogether, they add up to a regulatory system that should
be (and has been9~) a model for policymakers charged with protecting the
public’s health and freedom of choice while containing costs and
promotingprofessional evolution within the health-care professions.
Conclusion
I hope I have succeeded in offering practical
insights for
policymakers to use in their continued struggle with proposed reforms in
the regulation of health care providers. By understanding the origins and
continued effects of the "first in time, first in right" dynamicproducedby
the omnibus medical practice acts, and by recognizing that there are
models that both value public protection more than professional
prerogatives and allow clinical ability to guide legal authority,
policymakers can be better positioned to promote truly effective changes
in the scope-of-practice laws. Andthe influence of these laws permeates
the entire health care system. The availability of competent, affordable
health care surely depends on manyfactors, but chief amongthem must be
the rationality of the education, utilization and paymentsystems for the
humancare providers. Reconfiguring the practice laws will not address all
the daunting health care issues, but it will correct a widespread,needlessly
wasteful, and continually divisive problem.
While I am optimistic that these reforms can be accomplished, my
experience cautions against exuberance. Someof the reasons are wellcaptured in a remarkably pertinent article, entitled Will Disruptive
Innovations Cure Health Care?99 that was published not long ago by two
physicians and one professor of business administration. Let me conclude
by sharing some of their comments,which echo my ownthoughts.
From their opening statement that "[h]ealth care may be the most
entrenched, change-averse industry in the United States, ’’1°° to their

98 See, e,g,, Health Professions Act, R.S,A., ch. H-7 (2000) (Can.).
99 Clayton M. C-trdstensen et a|,, Wilt Disruptive Innovations Cure Health Care?, HArrY
BUS.P..EW,Sept.-Oct. 2000, at 102,
100 ld, at I02.
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concluding observation that "disruption is the fundamental mechanism
through which we will build a higher quality, more convenient, and lower
cost health care system,’’1°~ these authors have reinforced the central
themes of the scope-of-practice tussles I have reviewed. Exa’acting lessons
from patterns of industrial innovation, 1°2 they note that disruptive
innovations--that is, "cheaper, simpler, more convenient products or
services that.., meet the needs of the vast majority of users"~°3--have
over time "been one of the fundamental mechanisms through which the
quality of our lives has improved.,1o4 These sorts of innovations take hold
by "enabling a larger population of less-skilled people to do in a more
convenient, less expensive setting things that historically could be
performed only by expensive specialists in centralized, inconvenient
’"°s
locations.
Howdo these lessons apply to health care generally, and to scope of
practice specifically? Theauthors offer several examples:
Weneed diagnostic and therapeutic advances that allow nurse
practitionersto treat diseasesthat usedto requirea physician’scare.., or
primary care physicians to treat conditions that used to require
TM
specialists.
Asspecialist physicianscontinueto concentrateon curing the most
incurableof illnesses for the sickestof patients, less-skilled practitioners
could take on morecomplexroles than they are currently being allowed
to do. Already, a host of over-the-counter drags allow patients to
administer care that used to require a doctor’s prescription. Nurse
practitioners are capableof treating manyailmentsthat usedto require a
physician’s care. Andnew procedures like angioplasty are allowing
cardiologists to treat patients that in the past wouldhaveneededthe
107
services of open-heartsurgeons.
In reviewing the effects of these kinds of innovations in the treamaent
of diabetes and coronary artery disease, the authors note efficiency gains,
’’1°8
"But more important, no compromisesin quality were made.

101 Id, at 112,
t02 Examples inctude pers~mal computers (rather dan mainframes), the telephone (rather
tMn the telegraph), photocopying (rather than pnnting), and the b~x camera (rather thar~ the blackcloaked, trip.d-bound, profe~ional behemoth).
103 Christer~, supra note ~, at I04.
td. at 105,
105 td.
I06 td. at I06.
I07
108
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If such innovations can produce high quality care in more efficient and
convenient ways, why aren’t they more widely embraced? "Unfortunately,
the people and institutions
whose livelihoods they threaten often resist
,,109
them.
Take nurse practitioners .... [M]anystates have regulations that prevent
nurse practitioners
from diagnosing diseases or from prescribing
treatment that they are fully capable of handling. The flawed rationale
behind such policies is that because nurse practitioners are not as highly
trained as physicians, they are not capable of providing care of
comparable quality. This is the same logic that minicomputer makers
used to discredit the personal computer. Whena physician diagnoses a
simple infectious disease, the patient uses only that fraction of the
physician’s training that relates to simple infectious diseases. Studies
have shownthat nurse practitioners with comparable training in simple
infectious diseases can provide care of comparable quality . . . even
11°
though they lack training in more complexdisorders.
Somenearsighted advocates of patients’ rights assert that nurse
practitioners might not have the judgmentto recognize whena disorder is
beyond their expertise. But family practice doctors recognize when they
can treat a disorder and whenit merits referral to a specialist. Surely
nurse practitioners . . . can . . . do the samething. The real reason for
blocking such disruption, we suspect, is the predictable desire of
11~
physicians to preserve their traditional markethegemony.
In one final observation particularly
authors pointedly note the difficulty
regulation:

salient for our purposes, the
in overcoming the inertia
of

Attempts to use regulation to stave off disruptive attacks are quite
common.... Unfortunately, regulators are inclined to be even more
protective of the entrenched professions and institutions in health
care .... The links between those institutions,
federal and state
regulators, and insurance companies are strong; they are wielded to
preserve the status quo. (Nothing else could explain why nurse
practitioners are forbidden from diagnosing simple illnesses in so many
states.)~ ~

109 td.
!10 Id, at 108.
lit
1/2 Id, at I12.
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Although it may be somewhat unorthodox to quote so extensively
from another article, I have done so because the authors of Disruptive
Innovations have beautifully .captured the essence of the obstacles to
meaningful policy reform in the scope-of-practice context. It is myhope
that, by acquainting policymakers with the historical foundations of the
current regulatory frameworkand its shortcomings, and by offering some
principles and models upon which they might usefully rely in designing
the neededreforms, this essay will help to illuminate the wayforward.
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